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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 
 
The Department of Developmental Services (DDS) has audited Developmental Dynamics, Inc. 
(DDI).  The audit was performed upon the following programs:  Infant Development (In-Home 
and Center Base) for the period of July 1, 2005 through June 30, 2008 and Start-Up Funding for 
the period of July 1, 2001 through June 30, 2002.  
 
The last day of fieldwork was September 3, 2009. 
 
The results of the audit disclosed the following issues of noncompliance: 
 
Finding 1: Infant Development Program (In-Home) – Unsupported Billing and Failure to 

Bill 
 

The review of DDI’s Infant Development Program (In-Home), Vendor Number 
H18850, for the sample period revealed that DDI had both unsupported billings as 
well as appropriate support for services that it failed to bill the South Central Los 
Angeles Regional Center (SCLARC).  The audit found that DDI had a total of 
$55,582.54 of unsupported billings and a total of $6,997.40 for which it failed to bill.  
The net amount due to DDS is $48,585.14. 

 
Finding 2: Infant Development Program (Center Base) – Unsupported Billing and Failure 

to Bill 
 

The review of DDI’s Infant Development Program (Center Base), Vendor Number 
H73502, for the sample period revealed that DDI had both unsupported billings as 
well as appropriate support for services that it failed to bill SCLARC.  The audit 
found that DDI had a total of $831.12 of unsupported billings and a total of $207.78 
for which it failed to bill.  The net amount due to DDS is $623.34. 

 
Finding 3: Infant Development Program (Center Base) – Unsupported Staffing Ratio 
 
 The review of DDI’s Infant Development Program (Center Base), Vendor Number 

H73502, for the sample period revealed staffing ratios that showed a lack of 
supporting documentation for its required direct care staffing hours.  This resulted  

 in a shortage of 66.25 direct care staffing hours for a total of $898.35 due to DDS. 
   
Finding 4: Start-Up Funding – Non Compliance with the Terms and Conditions of the 

Contract   
 
 The review of DDI’s Start-Up Funding Program, Vendor Number PX0234, revealed 

that DDI failed to comply with the requirements of the contract with SCLARC.  The 
contract stated that if the program is discontinued for any reason, DDI would repay 
SCLARC the total Start-Up funds paid for the purchase of a tot mobile (recreational 
vehicle).  It was found that the program was discontinued, but no repayment of the 
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Start-Up funds in the amount of $49,630.71 was made to SCLARC.  It was further 
determined that SCLARC was reimbursed by DDS for the Start-Up funds.  Therefore, 
the Start-Up fund amount of $49,630.71 is due to DDS. 

 
Finding 5: Infant Development Program (Center Base) – Non Compliance of the Required 

Program Hours  
 

The review of DDI’s Infant Development Program (Center Base), Vendor Number 
H73502, for the sample period revealed that the provided direct program hours per 
consumer per day are not in conformity with the required direct program hours per 
consumer per day in its program design.  

 
The total of the unsupported billing discrepancies identified in this audit amounts to a net total of 
$99,737.54 due to DDS.  A detailed discussion of these findings is in the Findings and 
Recommendations section of this report. 
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BACKGROUND 
           
The Department of Developmental Services (DDS) is responsible, under the Lanterman 
Developmental Disabilities Services Act, for ensuring that persons with developmental 
disabilities receive the services and supports they need to lead more independent, productive,  
and normal lives.  DDS contracts with 21 private, nonprofit regional centers that provide  
fixed points of contact in the community for serving eligible individuals with developmental 
disabilities and their families in California.  In order for regional centers to fulfill their 
objectives, they secure services and supports from qualified service providers and/or contractors.  
Per Welfare and Institutions Code, Section 4648.1, the DDS has the authority to audit those 
service providers and/or contractors that provide services and supports to the developmentally 
disabled. 
 

OBJECTIVE, SCOPE, AND METHODOLOGY 
 
The audit was conducted to determine whether DDI’s Infant Development Programs (In-Home 
and Center Base) and Start-Up Funding Program were compliant with the applicable Welfare 
and Institutions Code (W&I), California Code of Regulations (Title 17), and South Central Los 
Angeles Regional Center’s (SCLARC) contracts with DDI for the period of July 1, 2001 through 
June 30, 2008. 
 
The audit was conducted in accordance with the Generally Accepted Government Auditing 
Standards (GAGAS) issued by the Comptroller General of the United States.  The auditors did 
not review the financial statements of DDI, nor was this audit intended to express an opinion on 
the financial statements.  The auditors limited the review of DDI’s internal controls to gaining an 
understanding of the transaction flow and invoice preparation process as necessary to develop 
appropriate auditing procedures.  The audit scope was limited to planning and performing audit 
procedures to obtain reasonable assurance that DDI complied with required regulations.  
 
Infant Development Programs 
 
During the audit period, DDI operated two Infant Development Programs.  The audit included 
the review of these two programs.  The programs audited are listed below: 
  
 Infant Development Program (In-Home), H18850, Service Code 805. 
 
 Infant Development Program (Center Base), H73502, Service Code 805.  

 
The procedures performed at SCLARC, the vendoring regional center, and DDI, included but 
were not limited to the following: 
 

 Reviewed SCLARC vendor files for contracts, rate letters, program designs, purchase of 
service authorizations, and correspondence pertinent to the review. 

 Interviewed SCLARC staff for vendor background information and to obtain prior 
vendor audit reports. 
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 Interviewed DDI staff and management to gain an understanding of its accounting 
procedures and processes for regional center billings. 

 Reviewed DDI attendance records to determine if DDI had sufficient and appropriate 
evidence to support the direct care services billed to the regional center. 

 Performed an analysis of DDI payroll and attendance/service records to determine if DDI 
provided the level of staffing required. 

 
Start-Up Funding for Fiscal Year (FY) 2001-02 
 
During the FY 2001-02, DDI secured funding for expenses necessary to respond to the  
Natural Environment Mandate by purchasing a recreational vehicle to facilitate home visits,  
etc.  The contract with SCLARC was dated and signed on June 20, 2001 and amended on 
January 12, 2004 under contract number PX0234.  

 
The procedures performed at SCLARC, the vendoring regional center, and DDI, included but 
were not limited to the following: 
 

 Reviewed SCLARC vendor files for contracts, rate letters, program designs, purchase of 
service authorizations, and correspondence pertinent to the review. 

 Interviewed SCLARC staff for vendor background information and to obtain prior 
vendor audit reports. 

 Interviewed DDI staff and management to gain an understanding of the Natural 
Environment program and the use of the recreational vehicle. 

 Reviewed the contract number PX0234 – POS Funding Agreement dated June 20, 2001. 

 Reviewed the Amendment to the Totmobile Contract dated January 12, 2004. 

 Reviewed DDI accounting records to determine whether DDI had sufficient and 
appropriate evidence to support compliance with the contract. 
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CONCLUSION  
 

Based upon the procedures we have performed, we have determined that, except for the items 
identified in the Findings and Recommendations section, DDI complied with requirements of 
Title 17.   
 

VIEWS OF RESPONSIBLE OFFICIALS 
 
The DDS issued the draft audit report on August 11, 2010.  In the Developmental Dynamics, Inc. 
response dated September 21, 2010, Wendy Carroll, President, questioned Finding 1 – Infant 
Development Program (In-Home), Unsupported Billing and Failure to Bill; Finding 2 – Infant 
Development Program (Center Base), Unsupported Billing and Failure to Bill; Finding 3 – Infant 
Development Program (Center Base), Unsupported Staffing Ratio; and  Finding 4 – Start-Up 
Funding, Non-Compliance with the Terms and Conditions of the Contract.  For Finding 5 – 
Infant Development Program (Center Base), Non-Compliance of the Required Program Hours, 
Wendy Carroll concurred with the finding.  
  

RESTRICTED USE 
 
This report is solely for the information and use of the Department of Developmental Services, 
Department of Health Care Services, South Central Los Angeles Regional Center, and 
Developmental Dynamics, Inc.  This report is not intended and should not be used by anyone 
other than those specified parties.  This restriction is not intended to limit distribution of this 
report, which is a matter of public record. 
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FINDINGS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 
 
Finding 1:   Infant Development Program (In-Home) – Unsupported Billing and Failure to    

Bill 
 

The review of DDI’s Infant Development Program, Vendor Number H18850,  
for the sample months of November 2005, December 2006, January 2007, and  
February 2008 revealed that DDI had both unsupported billings as well as 
appropriate support for services that it failed to bill SCLARC.  

 
Unsupported billings occurred due to a lack of appropriate documentation to support 
the units of service billed to SCLARC.  The failure to bill occurred when DDI had 
appropriate supporting documentation, but it did not bill SCLARC.  The following 
are the discrepancies identified:  

DDI was not able to provide appropriate supporting documentation for 908.09 hours 
of services billed.  The lack of documentation resulted in unsupported billings to 
SCLARC in the amount of $55,582.54. 

In addition, DDI provided appropriate supporting documentation for 113.75 hours of 
service but which was not billed to SCLARC.  This resulted in an unbilled amount 
of $6,997.40.   

As a result, the net total of the billing discrepancies resulted in $48,585.14 due back 
to DDS for the unsupported billings.  (See Attachment A.)     

Title 17, Section 54326 (a) states:  

“All vendors shall: 

(3)  Maintain records of service provided to consumers in sufficient detail to 
verify delivery of the units of service billed. 

(10) Bill only for services which are actually provided to consumers and which 
have been authorized by the referring regional center.”   

 
Also, Title 17, Sections 50604 (d) and (e) state:  

“(d) All service providers shall maintain complete service records to support all 
billing/invoicing for each regional center consumer in the program.  Service 
records used to support service providers’ billing/invoicing shall include, but not 
be limited to…” 

(e) All service providers’ records shall be supported by source documentation.”  
 

Recommendation: 
  DDI should reimburse to DDS the $48,585.14 of unsupported billings.  In addition, 
DDI should develop and implement policies and procedures to ensure that proper 
documentation is maintained to support the amounts billed to SCLARC.  
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Auditee’s Response: 
 In response to this finding, DDI disagreed with the number of provided hours for  
the months of February 2008 and January 2007.  Included in DDI’s response is 
additional supporting documentation to support direct care provided hours for the 
month of February 2008.  Additional supporting documentation to support direct 
care provided hours for the month of January 2007, December 2006, and  
November 2005 were provided on December 31, 2010. 

 
See Attachment C for the full text of DDI’s response and Attachment D for DDS’s 
Evaluation of DDI’s response. 

 
Finding 2:   Infant Development Program (Center Base) – Unsupported Billing and Failure 

to Bill 
 

The review of DDI’s Infant Development Program, Vendor Number H73502, for the 
sample months of November 2005, December 2006, and February 2008 revealed 
that DDI had both unsupported billings as well as appropriate support for services 
that it failed to bill SCLARC.  

 
Unsupported billings occurred due to a lack of appropriate documentation to support 
the units of service billed to SCLARC.  The failure to bill occurred when DDI had 
appropriate supporting documentation, but it did not bill SCLARC.  The following 
are the discrepancies identified:  

DDI was not able to provide appropriate supporting documentation for 24 hours of 
services billed.  The lack of documentation resulted in unsupported billings to 
SCLARC in the amount of $831.12. 

In addition, DDI provided appropriate supporting documentation for 6 hours of 
service but which was not billed to SCLARC.  This resulted in an unbilled amount 
of $207.78.   

As a result, the net total of the billing discrepancies resulted in $623.34 due back to 
DDS for the unsupported billings.  (See Attachment A.)     

Title 17, Section 54326 (a) states:  

“All vendors shall: 

(3)  Maintain records of service provided to consumers in sufficient detail to 
verify delivery of the units of service billed. 

(10) Bill only for services which are actually provided to consumers and which 
have been authorized by the referring regional center.”   

 
Also, Title 17, Sections 50604 (d) and (e) state:  

“(d) All service providers shall maintain complete service records to support all 
billing/invoicing for each regional center consumer in the program.  Service 
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records used to support service providers’ billing/invoicing shall include, but not 
be limited to…” 

(e) All service providers’ records shall be supported by source documentation.”  
 

Recommendation: 
  DDI should reimburse to DDS the $623.34 of unsupported billings.  In addition, 
DDI should develop and implement policies and procedures to ensure that proper 
documentation are maintained to support the amounts billed to SCLARC.  

 
Auditee’s Response: 

 In response to this finding, DDI mentioned that the supporting documentation is 
enclosed with their response to the audit report.  The supporting documents for this 
finding were not among the supporting documentation that was provided as part of 
DDI’s response.  

 
See Attachment C for the full text of DDI’s response and Attachment D for DDS’s 
Evaluation of DDI’s response. 

 
Finding 3:  Infant Development Program (Center Base) – Unsupported Staffing Ratio 
 

The review of DDI’s Infant Development Program revealed that for the sample 
month of February 2008, DDI did not meet the required staffing ratio for its 
program, Vendor Number H73502, 1:3 staffing ratio.  The total direct care hours 
required for the month of February 2008 were 566 hours.  The hours DDI actually 
provided were 499.75 hours.  This resulted in 66.25 hours of unsupported direct care 
staffing. 
 
The total unsupported direct care staffing hours of 66.25 hours multiplied by  
the average salary of $13.56 amounts to $898.35 due back to DDS.   
(See Attachment B.)   
 
DDI’s Program Design for this Infant Development Program – Center Base states: 

 
“Staff/Consumer Ratio:  Staff/consumer ratio is 1:3.  Program director will supervise 
staff of the Center Base program and will assure that the Center Base program is 
running efficiently and ensure that the program design is followed.” 
 
Title 17, Sections 50606 (b) (4) (A) 2 and (B) state: 

“(A) Verification that the required staff-to-consumer ratios are being met shall be 
determined as follows: 

2.  For social recreation programs, independent living programs, and infant 
development programs: 

a.  For each month of the audit period, determine the actual hours of 
consumer attendance for each month; 
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b.  Divide the actual hours of attendance pursuant to a. by the approved 
staffing ratio to compute the number of direct care staff hours required 
during the approved program hours each month to maintain the approved 
staffing ratio; and 

c.  Compare the number of direct care staff hours actually provided during 
the approved program hours for each month with the number of direct care 
staff hours required for each month computed pursuant to b. 

     (B)  If a determination is made that the approved staff-to-consumer ratio has not   
been met, the amount of any overpayments shall be determined as follows:  

1. Subtract the number of direct care staff hours actually provided during the 
audit period from the number of direct care staff hours required, pursuant to 
(A) 1. or (A) 2.;  

2. Multiply the amount computed in 1. by the average hourly salary and wage 
and fringe benefit costs reported pursuant to Sections 57434 (a) (1) (A) and 
(a) (2) and which were utilized to calculate the vendor’s rate of 
reimbursement received during the audit period.” 

 
Recommendation: 

DDI should reimburse to DDS the $898.35 for the unsupported direct care staffing 
hours.  In addition, DDI should develop policies and procedures to ensure it has 
sufficient staffing to meet the direct care staffing ratio.   

 
Auditee’s Response: 

 In response to this finding, DDI stated that their salaried staff were not billing for the 
work that they were providing for consumers at the Center Base program in their 
time sheets or schedules.  

 
See Attachment C for the full text of DDI’s response and Attachment D for DDS’s 
Evaluation of DDI’s response. 

 
Finding 4:  Start-Up Funding – Non Compliance with the Terms and Conditions of the 

Contract 
 

The review of DDI’s Start-Up Funding for FY 2001-02, Vendor Number PX0234, 
for the contract period of June 1, 2001 through June 2, 2002 revealed that DDI had 
failed to comply with the terms and conditions of its contract with SCLARC.  

 
The terms and conditions of the contract stated that if the program is discontinued 
for any reason, DDI would repay SCLARC the total Start-Up funds paid for the 
purchase of the recreational vehicle (Totmobile).  DDI was not able to provide 
appropriate supporting documentation to show that it provided any services to its 
consumers in compliance with the terms and condition of its contract.  Furthermore, 
it was found that the program was discontinued and the vehicle was no longer in 
their possession, but no repayment of the Start-Up funds in the amount of 
$49,630.71 was made to SCLARC.  It was further determined that SCLARC was 
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reimbursed by DDS for the Start-Up funds.  Therefore, the Start-Up fund amount of 
$49,630.71 is due to DDS.  

Amendment to Totmobile Contract dated January 12, 2004 states in part: 

“It is understood that if the vendored program is discontinued for any reason, 
Developmental Dynamics will repay SCLARC the above indicated Start-Up funds 
in an amount to be determined based upon a five-year straight-line repayment 
schedule.” 

Title 17, Section 54326 (a) states:  

“All vendors shall: 

(3)  Maintain records of service provided to consumers in sufficient detail to 
verify delivery of the units of service billed. 

(10) Bill only for services which are actually provided to consumers and which 
have been authorized by the referring regional center.”   
 

Also, Title 17, Section 50604 states:  

“(d) All service providers shall maintain complete service records to support all 
billing/invoicing for each regional center consumer in the program.  Service 
records used to support service providers’ billing/invoicing shall include, but not 
be limited to…” 
 

            (e) All service providers’ records shall be supported by source documentation.” 
 
Welfare and Institutions Code Section 4648.1 states: 

 
“(e)  A regional center or the department may recover from the provider funds 
paid for services when the department or the regional center determines that either 
the following has occurred: 

 
(1) The services were not provided in accordance with the regional center’s 
contract or authorization with the provider, or with applicable state laws or 
regulations.” 

 
Recommendation: 

  DDI should reimburse to DDS the $49,630.71 for its noncompliance with the terms 
and conditions of its contract with SCLARC.  In addition, DDI should develop and 
implement policies and procedures to ensure that proper documentation is 
maintained to support its contractual obligations with SCLARC.  

 
Auditee’s Response: 

 In response to this finding, DDI has requested a scaled down payback amount for 
the Mobile Unit, taking into account depreciation and lack of referrals by SCLARC.  
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See Attachment C for the full text of DDI’s response and Attachment D for DDS’s 
Evaluation of DDI’s response. 

 
Finding 5:   Infant Development Program (Center Base) – Non Compliance of the Required 

Program Hours 
   
 The review of DDI’s Infant Development Program (Center Base), Vendor  
  Number H73502, for the sample months of November 2005, December 2006, and  
  February 2008 revealed that the direct program hours provided to its consumers 
were not in conformity with the required direct program hours in its program design. 

 
  The program requires 3.5 direct program hours per consumer per day.  However, it 
was found that DDI had been providing and billing for 3 direct program hours per 
consumer per day.  DDI stated that the reduced hours of operation were mandated 
by SCLARC due to budget reductions.  However, DDI did not provide 
documentation to support this change in the program hours. 

 
  DDI’s program design for H73502 – Infant Development Program (Center Base) 
states in part: 

 
   “DAYS/HOURS OF PROGRAM OPERATION: 

  Developmental Dynamics Center Base Program provides services 12 months a 
year.  The program is broken up into two (2) sessions with the first session 
beginning at 8:00 a.m. and ending at 11:30 a.m.  Case management will be from 
11:30 a.m. to 12:30 p.m.  The second session begins at 12:30 p.m. and ends at 
4:00 p.m. 

 Two to five (2-5) days per week; 3.5 hours per day. 

 Direct program hours per consumer 3.5 hours per day. 

 Number of program days per month 9-23 days per consumer.” 
 

Title 17, Section 56762 (c) states:  

“A revised program design is required when any of the following elements of the 
program design are changed: 

(1) Locations in which consumer training occurs; 

(2) Curriculum training components; 

(3) Existing approved staffing ratio; 

(4) Approved service code; 

(5) Entrance and/or exit criteria; 

(6) Hours of operation.  
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Recommendation: 
        DDI needs to provide a revised program design to support its revised direct program 

hours that has been agreed upon with SCLARC.  Without a revised program design, 
DDI should continue to comply with its current program design, providing the 
agreed upon hours per consumer per day. 

  
Auditee’s Response: 

 In response to this finding, DDI stated that they will revise their Center Base 
program design to reflect the actual hours of services provided. 
 
As of December 31, 2010, DDI has submitted a revised program design to 
SCLARC.  

 
See Attachment C for the full text of DDI’s response and Attachment D for DDS’s 
Evaluation of DDI’s response. 

 



Developmental Dynamics, Inc. (DDI) Attachment A
Summary of Unsupported Billing and Failure to Bill

Audit Period: July 1, 2005 through June 30, 2008

  

 

Unsupported Billings1 Failed to Bill2 Net Due to DDS
Finding Svc Unit 

# Vendor Code Description Type Unit Rate Units Amount Units Amount Amount
A B C = A * B D E = A * D = C - E

Day Program
1 H18850 805 Infant Development Program (In-Home)

Sample Months - November  2005 Hours $   60.04      318.75 $  19,137.75      20.50 $   1,230.82 $      17,906.93 

                             December 2006 Hours      61.84      164.25     10,157.22      64.50      3,988.68           6,168.54 

                             January  2007 Hours      61.84      189.34     11,708.79      17.00      1,051.28         10,657.51 

                             February  2008 Hours      61.84      235.75     14,578.78      11.75         726.62         13,852.16 
                               908.09 $  55,582.54    113.75 $   6,997.40 $      48,585.14 

2 H73502 805 Infant Development Program (Center Base)
Sample Months - November  2005 Hours $   33.62            - $            -          - $           - $                 - 
                             December 2006 Hours      34.63            -               -        3.00         103.89             (103.89) 
                             February  2008 Hours      34.63        24.00         831.12        3.00         103.89              727.23 

       24.00 $      831.12        6.00 $      207.78 $            623.34

Total Day Programs $  56,413.66 $   7,205.18 $       49,208.48

1These payments were authorized by the RC(s), were paid to the vendor but were not provided by the vendor.
2These payments were authorized by the RC(s), were provided by the vendor but the vendor failed to bill. 
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Developmental Dynamics, Inc. (DDI) Attachment B
Unsupported Staffing Ratio and Overpayment Amount

Audit Period: July 1, 2005 through June 30, 2008

   

   

A B C = A * B

Unsupported Average Salary Finding Overpayment Nov-05 Dec-06 Feb-08 Direct Care per Cost # AmountService Hours Statement

3 H73502, SC 805  Infant Development Program (Center Base)

Required Direct Hours  Met  Met     566.00 

Less: Provided Direct Hours  Staffing   Staffing      499.75 

Unsupported Hours  Ratio  Ratio       66.25     66.25 $  13.56  $  898.35 

TOTAL DAY PROGRAM   66.25 $    898.35
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  Attachment C  

DEVELOPMENTAL DYNAMICS, INC. 
Response to Draft Audit Report 

 
 
Certain documents provided by Developmental Dynamics, Inc. as attachments to their 
response are not included in this report due to the detailed and confidential nature of 
information.   
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                       Attachment D                              
 

THE DEPARTMENT OF DEVELOPMENTAL SERVICES’ (DDS) 
EVALUATION OF 

DEVELOPMENTAL DYNAMICS, INC.’S RESPONSE 
 
  
As part of the vendor audit report process, Developmental Dynamics, Inc. (DDI) was 
afforded opportunity to respond to the draft audit report and provide a written response to 
each finding.  Upon receipt of DDI’s written response to the draft audit report, DDS 
evaluated the response and determined that DDI did not agree with Findings 1, 2, 3, and 4 
but concurred with Finding 5. 
 
Finding 1:   Infant Development Program (In-Home) – Unsupported Billing and     

Failure to Bill 
 
In the response to the draft audit report, DDI stated that they found inaccuracies in two of 
the months audited, January 2007 and February 2008.  The total number of unsupported 
billing units for the said months should be 248.97 units instead of the DDS Audit findings 
of 774.50 units.  
 
DDI enclosed the consumer session verification logs for the month of February 2008 and 
further said that the consumer session verification logs for January 2007 will be 
forwarded later once their attorneys are through with them.  
 
DDI was informed that they have to send in their copies of consumer session verification 
logs for January 2007, December 2006 and November 2005 in order to complete the 
evaluation of their response.  DDI complied with the request of DDS by December 31, 
2010. 
 
November 2005:   
 
Based on the submitted documentation (session verification logs), an additional 27.25 
provided hours were allowed which reduced the unsupported billing units to 318.75.  
These 27.25 additional provided hours were not initially included in the count for reasons 
such as consumer name not readable, consumer name different in the Purchase of Service 
(POS) file and gaps or unclear portions in the photocopied documents. 
 
These additional 27.25 provided hours at $60.04 per hour amounts to a reduction of 
$1,636.09 of unsupported billings for the month of November 2005.  The new total for 
November 2005 is $19,137.75 which is reflected in the final report.  
 
December 2006:    
 
Based on the submitted documentation (session verification logs), an additional 2 
provided hours were allowed which reduced the unsupported billing units to 164.25.  
This 2 additional provided hours were not initially included in the count for 2 consumers.  
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                       Attachment D                              
 

THE DEPARTMENT OF DEVELOPMENTAL SERVICES’ (DDS) 
EVALUATION OF 

DEVELOPMENTAL DYNAMICS, INC.’S RESPONSE 
 
This additional 2 provided hours at $61.84 per hour amounts to a reduction of $123.68 of 
unsupported billings for the month of December 2006.  The new total for December 2006 
is $10,157.22 which is reflected in the final report. 
 
January 2007:       
 
Based on the submitted documentation (session verification logs), an additional 245.66 
provided hours were allowed which reduced the unsupported billing units to 189.34. 
These 245.66 additional provided hours were not initially included in the count for the 
reason that almost half a month of session verification logs was not available to the 
auditors during the fieldwork.  
 
These additional 245.66 provided hours at $61.84 per hour amounts to a reduction of 
$15,191.61 of unsupported billings for the month of January 2007.  The new total for 
January 2007 is $11,708.79 which is reflected in the final report.  
 
February 2008:  
 
DDI stated that there should only be 105.92 unsupported billing units (hours) instead of 
339.50 unsupported billing units.  It was found in our review that DDI’s computation of 
the 105.92 unsupported billing units included the hours of services provided to other 
regional center’s consumers.  
 
Based on the submitted documentation (session verification logs), an additional 103.75 
provided hours were allowed which reduced the unsupported billing units to 235.75.  The 
103.75 hours that were allowed are the 56.50 hours provided by Mary Ann Santiago, the 
29.50 hours from the additional submitted session logs, and 17.75 hours from posting 
adjustments. 
 
The remainders of 68.58 hours which DDI considered as allowable hours were not 
deducted from the unsupported billing units.  The disallowed 68.58 hours are the 11 
hours of the occupational therapists with no session logs submitted, another 15 hours with 
no session logs submitted, 0.33 hours with unreadable session logs, 38.50 hours that are 
not in DDS POS, and 3.75 hours that were over the authorized hours.  
 
Therefore, these additional 103.75 provided hours at $61.84 per hour amounts to a 
reduction of $6,415.90 of unsupported billings for the month of February 2008.  The new 
total for February 2008 is $14,578.78 which is reflected in the final report.  
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                       Attachment D                              
 

THE DEPARTMENT OF DEVELOPMENTAL SERVICES’ (DDS) 
EVALUATION OF 

DEVELOPMENTAL DYNAMICS, INC.’S RESPONSE 
 
 
Finding 2:   Infant Development Program (Center Based) – Unsupported Billing 

and Failure to Bill 
 
DDI stated that a copy of supporting documentation is enclosed in their response to the 
audit report.  However no supporting documentation was enclosed to support their 
response, therefore, the audit finding of $623.34 remains unchanged. 
 
Finding 3:   Infant Development Program (Center Based) – Unsupported Staffing 

Ratio 
 
DDI stated that their salaried staff were not billing for the work that they were providing 
for consumers at the Centerbase Program on their time sheets or schedules.  For DDS to 
consider any direct care services hours provided by DDI, the direct care services hours 
need to be recorded in their documentation to support their billings.  Therefore, the audit 
finding of $898.35 remains unchanged. 
 
Finding 4:   Start-Up Funding – Non-compliance with the Terms and Conditions of 

the Contract 
 
DDI has requested for a scaled down payback amount for the Mobile Unit taking into 
account depreciation and the lack of referrals by SCLARC.  However, DDS considers the 
Amendment to the Totmobile contract, dated January 12, 2004, clear on the amount to be 
repaid if the program is discontinued for any reason.  Therefore, the audit finding that 
DDI should reimburse DDS the amount of $49,630.71 remains unchanged. 
 
Finding 5:   Infant Development Program (Center Based) – Non Compliance of the 

Required Program Hours  
 
DDI stated that they will revise their Centerbase program design to reflect the actual 
hours of services provided.  On December 29, 2010, DDI submitted to South Central Los 
Angeles Regional Center a revised copy of their program design showing the changes in 
the program hours from 3.5 hours to 3 hours per day.  
 
DDS concurred with DDI’s action. 
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Developmental Dynamics, Inc. (DDI) Attachment E
Summary of Findings

Audit Period: July 1, 2005 through June 30, 2008(Findings 1 to 3)
July 1, 2001 through June 30, 2002 (Finding 4)

         

    

           

        

    

   

              

   

              

              

   

   

Finding Original Findings Adjustments Revised Findings
#  A  B  C  D  E E F

Amount      Amount Units     Amount      Unit Rate Units Units= A * B =A*D = B - D = A * E 

1 H18850, SC 805  Infant Development Program (In-Home)

Unsupported Billings Unsupported Billings
November 2005  $  60.04       346.00  $  20,773.84             27.25  $  1,636.09       318.75 $  19,137.75 
 December 2006         61.84       166.25        10,280.90               2.00           123.68       164.25       10,157.22 

January 2007         61.84       435.00        26,900.40           245.66      15,191.61       189.34       11,708.79 

February 2008         61.84       339.50        20,994.68           103.75        6,415.90       235.75       14,578.78 

 Totals    1,286.75  $  78,949.82           378.66  $  23,367.28       908.09 $  55,582.54 

 Failure to Bill  Failure to Bill 
November 2005  $  60.04         20.50  $  1,230.82                   -                     -           20.50 $  1,230.82 
 December 2006         61.84         64.50          3,988.68                   -                     -           64.50         3,988.68 

January 2007         61.84         17.00          1,051.28                   -                     -           17.00         1,051.28 
February 2008         61.84         11.75             726.62                   -                     -           11.75            726.62 

 Totals       113.75  $  6,997.40                   -                     -         113.75 $  6,997.40 

 Finding 1 Totals    1,173.00  $  71,952.42           378.66  $  23,367.28       794.34 $  48,585.14 

2  H73502, SC 805  Infant Development Program (Center Base) 

Unsupported Billings Unsupported Billings
November 2005  $  33.62               -                       -                     -                     -                 -                      -   
 December 2006         34.63               -                       -                     -                     -                 -                      -   
February 2008         34.63         24.00             831.12                   -                     -           24.00            831.12 

 Totals         24.00  $  831.12                   -                     -           24.00 $  831.12 

 Failure to Bill  Failure to Bill 
November 2005  $  33.62               -                       -                     -                     -                 -                      -   
 December 2006         34.63           3.00             103.89                   -                     -             3.00            103.89 
February 2008         34.63           3.00             103.89                   -                     -             3.00            103.89 

 Totals           6.00  $  207.78                   -                     -             6.00 $  207.78 

 Finding 2 Totals         18.00  $  623.34                   -                     -           18.00 $  623.34 
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Developmental Dynamics, Inc. (DDI) Attachment E
Summary of Findings

Audit Period: July 1, 2005 through June 30, 2008(Findings 1 to 3)
July 1, 2001 through June 30, 2002 (Finding 4)

Finding
#

   3

   

              

    

  

Original Findings Adjustments Revised Findings
 A  B  C  D  E E F

Amount      Unit Rate Units = A * B 

 H73502, SC 805  Infant Development Program (Center Base) 

Amount Units =A*D 
Units     Amount      

= B - D = A * E 

Ave. Unsupported Staffing Unsupported Staffing 
Salary Ratio 

November 2005  $  13.56 Met Staffing Ratio                   -                     -   
Ratio

Met Staffing Ratio
 December 2006         13.56 Met Staffing Ratio                   -                     -   Met Staffing Ratio

4

February 2008         13.56         66.25             898.35 

 Finding 3 Totals         66.25  $  898.35 

PX0234, SC 999 Start-up Funding: Early Intervention Mobile Unit

                  -                     -           66.25            898.35 

                 -                    -   66.25 $  898.35 

Contract Amount
January 2004  $  49,630.71 

Grand Total  $  123,104.82 
(Finding 1 + Finding 2 + Finding 3 + Finding 4)

                 -                    -   
Contract Amount

$  49,630.71 

$  99,737.54     $  23,367.28 
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20715 S. AVALON BLVD. SUITE 215 
GARSON. CA90746 ' 
TEL; (310) 327-1157 
FAX: (310) 34~-7431 

. :'. 

" 	 .... 

, Septe~ber 2~, 2010, 

,	EdWard Yan, Man~ger ' " ' 

Depart:rp.ent ,of Dev~lopmental Services 

Audit Branch ' 

1600 NinfuStteet~ Room 230, MS 2-1q , 


" Sacramento~ CA 95'814 ' 

Dear Mr. Yan: . 
; " 	

, 

:.' .·.:i,· :1" 
' 

, I am y:riting'in response to the dIaft report and formal exit conferenceJhat was hei~ ~~, 'August 
'... . 25~ 2QI0at qur: ~~son office. ' , 

. '. 	 -'." 

Finding 1: Infant Development Program (In~Hori1e) - Unsupported Billing and Failwe to Bill 
, . '. " 

Witha:egards to Finding 1, we fo~d inaccuracies i:Q two 'of the months a.udited, JanulllY 2007 ': 
ahdFebruary20·08...i\ summary Qfthe discrepancies follows:' " ,,','" , 

Moilth/Year . 
, DDS Audit Findings 

(unsupported billing uDits)' 
DDIData " 

(unsupported billing'units), 
. January:200,7 ' , ; 4:35.00., 143.05 

, February2QO,8'. ' 339.50 105.9,4 
" "Total 774.5 ($47,895.08). Z48.97 ($15,396.30) 

" 

As in~tru.pt~d byMr. Wilfredo GQlez;wee-mailed our Excel spreadsheet att~ndance sheets for " 
yoUr agency's review and analysis cin August 26,2010.' The co~sUmersession verification'logs" 

, ',,/" for February 2008 have been enclosed for your review. The consumer session verification logs', 
.~ .for January' 2007 are·curreritly with OuI attorneys" and we will forward'a copy to you',once the. 

, attomeysretum' them. ",., ' , ", '. , ' . ' .,' 
'., 	 , , 

We assure youthat at thIS time, DevelopmentalDynamics fuco!pqr~ted is billing correctiy and 
will continue to do so. " ' " , ," , 

Ffuding 2: In,fant Devel~pment Program (Center Base) - ,Unsupported Billib.g and Failure to Bill " . ,.' . '. . , ":. :. . 

As mentioned d~g the fonnat exit conferenc~, Melina Peace, 'the Pro'gram Drrector for the 
Centerbase Program has provided supporting documentation for, the uD.suppo~ed billing found' 
-duIing the aU:dit~ Ac6py of the' supporting doc1lI:qentation has been enc1osed., 

, " 	 ~' '. 



. Finding 3: Infant pevelopmellt Program (Cerit~r.~ase) - Unsup,ported StaffingRatio 

, Oui' Quality ASsUranqe Staff (salaried staff) were not bj11i.rig for work; that they wer~ providing 
with consumers at the Centerbase Program. on. their time. sheets or schedules ..However, we are. 
maIqng,sure that everyone who interacts withthe'consum~~ at: the Centerb·aseProgram. '.' 
understands that they.must include the hours of service on their timeshe~ts to remedy this froni 

.happe~illg iil the futur~. . , . , 

. Finding 4: Start-Up Funding'- Non-compli;mce with :the'"Temis and·C.onditions; oithe Contract . . . .' . ., . 

With regards tq the start-up '~dillgfor'the Mobile qnit, De~eiop;mentalDynamics IncorPo~ted . 
never receiyed any consumer referrals for the associated, vendor number PX0234~ After buying 
the vehicle, modifying it for accessibility to,c~ldren with developmental disabilities ~n<;1' , 
obtaining sto~g~space and inS1ll"ance, it sat for several. years whlle Vfe waHed for. referrals. TIle 

, only time the Region?ll Center mentioned the'Mobile Unit was in: asking us to bring it to various 
Regionai Center spbp.sored fairs., whiGh yvedid to maintain good relations ~d c;tid not receive or 
expect pa)llI!.ent for.. We includedthe·Mobile Unit-"in our 1?rochur.e, a copy {)fwhi~h we.have· . 
~nclosed. The ,one-time modificat;i6n' costs, and ongoing stor~geand insurance costs to',mailltain 

'fhe vehicle accumulated beyond. what we anticipated, espeyiaUy in light of South Central,LA 
Regional Center failing to refer any.consumers for the Mobile' Unit program, so·the depreciat.ed 
vebiclewas sold'in2005. '.' , ", . 

We are reques1:fug a scaled do~ payback' aplount for the Mobile pnit. We maintained the .' . 
'Mobile·Unit vehicle forthree'years (2002-2005)~ ~dfeel that depreciation shoUld hf1 calculated 
into the: amoUnt to be paid for the vehicle. We ask that you please cqnsider the lack of referrals 
on SGLARC's part, and tl1efact that DDI did not cancel the Mobile Unit .contract-'·we simply 
did n:ot receiv.e"any referrals to support the pr9gram or vehicle dp.rip.g the three year~ we 

, niaint~ed the vehicle. ' . ' 
, " 

Finding 5: Infant Dev'e1opment Program (Genter Base) - Non-compliance of theRequired : 
Program Hours . 

As mentioned during the format interview on August25,~p10, the, reason why the Centerbase 
Program b~gan providing 3 hours sessions instead of the 3.5 hour sessions outlined in the 
program design is-that SCLARC condu9t~d Ii meeting in 2001 or.2002_c.o~ce.tning budget. . 
Cutbacks. During this meeting, SCLARC representatives infonned ,vendors that they would only 

." p~y for 3 hour'ses&ions; 1;1ot 3.5 hour sessions. We 'Will revise our CeJ?,terbaseprogtam design .
. ' and resubmit our package to SCLARC to reflect this change as you requested.-: , . .' , 

, - . 

'. 
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http:depreciat.ed


~ am reque~ting the maximilm 'time allowable t~ pay back the amo:un~ we owe th~ Department ~f 
. Developmental Services, with an adjustnleD;t to t~e amo'!lIlt owed based on .the. documentation ' . 
. provided.for Jan1;lary 2007 (pending)"and,February 2008 (enclosed), and the depreciation of the 
. Mobile Unit vehicle. We have been experiencing severe financial crisis for the past 'three. years 

. 	 that has been doubly-compounded bytb,e Stat~'s budget crisis and the Trailer'Bill, and have yet 
to regain out: footing. . 

Thank. you.for your time and,considera~on.. 

Sinc,erely, " 
, " 

.J)r~~,' 
Wendy Carroll 
. President. 

" " 

.. 

:' , 
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